MSSM STEM Summer Camp

Sending Mail

Sending physical letters, postcards, and packages to your camper not only fosters a sense of connection but also brings joy and excitement to their camp experience. They provide a personal touch that digital communication can’t replicate, reminding campers of the love and support waiting for them at home.

To ensure timely delivery, we recommend parents send letters and packages early in the week, ideally on Saturday before camp begins. This allows ample time for mail to arrive before Wednesday pickup, ensuring campers receive their correspondence promptly. It’s important to note that mailing items after Wednesday pickup may result in delayed delivery, as mail received late in the week might not arrive until after the weekend, especially considering postal holidays such as July 4th.

You only need the camper’s name. The camp is small enough so that we know all the campers. They will either get mail while in class if we know where they are when mail comes or in the evening.

MSSM Summer Camp
c/o Camper’s Name
95 High St.
Limestone, ME 04750